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EBRD : Strategic priorities

Complement other IFIs

Leverage lessons learned
& EBRD’s specialised expertise
Address Armenia’s
primary challenges

Consistent
with EBRD
mandate

Theme 1: Enhancing private sector
competitiveness by strengthening
capacity, increasing transparency
and improving the business
environment

Theme 2: Developing capital
markets and promoting local
currency financing
Theme 3: Developing sustainable
and commercialised public utilities
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EBRD : Engagement Spectrum
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Armenia: Domestic credit to private
sector by banks (% of GDP)

24 March, 2017
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EBRD : SME FAF
Promote private sector
development through increased
access to finance

Component 1: SME finance
(€11m)
Aims at expanding financing
options to SMEs in Armenia
including equity and quasi-equity
(one of the most severe gaps in
the offer)

Component 2: SME Advice (€4m)
EBRD recognises advice as an
essential part of access to
finance: it promotes
competitiveness, innovation and
sustainability, thus reducing risk
and fostering access to finance.
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EBRD : Memorandum of Understanding and
Action Plan on Local Capital Market
Development
•
•
•
•
•

Under previous MOU dated 2012, EBRD, CBA and MoF achieved progress toward inflation targeting
and EBRD and IFC assisted with regulatory and market framework for bond issuance over the local
exchange.
IFC has issued AMD fixed rate bonds (3 year maturity in 2015) and EBRD has an active AMD
issuance program with proceeds used to provide local currency financing to our clients.
EBRD is prepared to initiate the Medium Term Bond Framework when enough issuers are ready to
access the market.
Updated MOU with Action Plan Signed between CBA, MoF and EBRD in March 2016
Key areas of focus:
• Secured and Unsecured Money Markets (e.g., single repo agreement to be signed by all banks,
develop tripartite repo market, link to international clearing and moving to T+n settlement, etc.)
• Derivatives Market (e.g., legal foundation and training on treatment of netting in the case of
bankruptcy, standard Armenia ISDA, IFI participation in swaps market, etc.).
• Benchmarks and Interest Rate Management (e.g., developing IRS, FRA market, increase
standardization and reliability of floating rate benchmark, etc.).
• Improve Market Infrastructure and Conduct (e.g., international clearing for all bonds, T+n
settlement, explore potential for centralization of Central System Depository and trading of
securities, etc.)
• Provide Incentives for Banks to Issue AMD Bonds (e.g., introduce CDs, securitization
procedures (including National Mortgage Company, CBA to consider repo eligibility of bank
bonds, etc.).
• Build Local Knowledge of Capital Market Instruments (e.g., conferences and technical
workshops, learning by doing, etc.).
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Contacts

For all further enquiries, please
contact:
Mark Davis
Head of EBRD in Armenia
Email: davism@ebrd.com
EBRD, One Exchange Square
London, EC2A 2JN
United Kingdom
www.ebrd.com
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